WIKILEAKS: “We Need To Clean This Up”

Oct 29, 2016 – Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate:

FBI lies when it says NEW DATA has been discovered. The SUBJECT LINE on this 2015 email is FWD: POTUS ON HRC EMAILS. All lies start and end with Soetoro!

SOETORO/CLINTON/COMEY CONSPIRACY TIMELINE:

- Comey investigated Hillary real estate fraud (1990)- No Conviction
- Comey investigated Bill Clinton (2002) for unsavory pardon of Marc Rich. No conviction
- Comey prosecuted Martha Stewart for lying to investigators (2003) CONVICTION
- Comey joined Lockheed Martin (2005-2010) and became vice president, acting as a general counsel.
- Hillary hired Secretary of State (2009-2013) by Soetoro to deal with Comey’s Lockheed.
- Lockheed Martin/Comey paid Bill Clinton $250,000 to deliver a speech in 2010.
- Lockheed Martin/Comey (2010), won 17 approvals for private contracts from the Hillary Clinton State Department.
- Comey joins HSBC (Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation) (2013)
- Soetoro (aka BHO) nominated Comey to become FBI director in 2013.

Comey was aware of the eligibility challenges against Soetoro. He refused to do anything about the charges when he became one of the leading Federal law enforcement officers of the Federal Government. No conviction for Art II violation!

Soetoro, Comey and Hillary have all been lying, dishonest thugs. They hid their crimes and the felonies of the Clinton Foundation, Clinton Family and other crimes from view. They all need to be incarcerated for the rest of their lives!
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